
Our company is looking to fill the role of supply chain lead. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for supply chain lead

The role works closely with the commercial team to reach demand and supply
alignment via the regional S&OP process
Develop reports on demand, inventory, production, and/or distribution plans
for assigned programs or product types from various systems like Oracle
MRP, ASCP, planning systems and databases
Lead and coordinate activities within global operations to ensure
uninterrupted supply against customer demand
Supports and/or leads continuous improvement projects to drive expanded
capabilities and improve the efficiency of existing processes
Builds the SCM site strategy, develops plans in collaboration with
stakeholders, builds tactical plans and executes these in line with the daily
operations to achieve E2E product flow and business benefits
Guides and supports the teams in the daily execution of product supply to
our patients world wide
Connects to internal and external suppliers and establishes reliable supply,
partnership and continuous improvement under the World Class Supplier
principles
Integrates with key external suppliers and establishes advanced SCM
practices in favour of improved inventory policies, reduced lead-times and
elimination of waste
Ensures flow in and between the warehouses/site, continuously eliminates
waste and builds a culture of safety in all we think and do
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Qualifications for supply chain lead

15+ years of experience in AFMC or AFSC maintenance and logistics
operations
Experience with leading the implementation of large scale supply chain or
organizational transformations within the AFSC or AFMC
Knowledge of Air Force logistics strategy and performance improvement
goals and objectives
Ability to influence senior Air Force and DoD logistics leadership in
developing and implementing supply chain and organizational improvement
initiatives
BS degree in a technical discipline preferred
6+ years of progressive experience working within a supply chain
environment within an operations organization


